This research titled “analysis Discourse Lyrics song Bangkit Bersama from album Stay True by bands Jeruji”. Music is one of communnicaton media to deliver message to others. Music pack communnication message in the form of words contained in the lyrics of the song each stanza.

This research aims to know the meaning, moral values and external reality in the lyrics of in “Bangkit Bersama”. After knowing its meaning can be found any values that are contained in the song.

This research method using qualitative research methods to the analysis of the discourse of Teun A. Van Dijk. This study uses data collection techniques of observation, srudy of librarianship, and in_depth interview. The data analysis techniques in qualitative researchit to several stages, namely the reduction of the data, the presentation of the data and the withdrawal of the conclusion.

The results of this research are the lyrics of the song “Bangkit Bersama” has a meaning. The meaning of this is what makes us better understand the meaning of the lyrics of the song. A lot of meaning in the lyrics of the song Bangkit Bersama. The definition of the external reality will easily we find in the song lyrics.

Recommendation given reseacrchers in this study is that the research ers then we recomended that you choose the song lyrics it really has a moral message and has a deep meaning for life in order tofacillitate us in this study. For the song writer should to more to create the theme song lyrics to current social phenomena or circumstanes happened now so that the lyrics of the songs vary and are not a matter of pure love. Expected critically do more research in order to better analysis results.